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Summary



Goal

• Studying information acquisition by retail investors:

• Which stocks to acquire information on?

• How is the information used?

• Chinese setting
• Hithink Royal Flush Information Network is the main data 

provider for the paper



Key selling point of the paper 
(in my opinion)
• Stock-level proxies for both stages of a retail investor’s 

decision:

• Information acquisition (F10): visits to company hub 
using the Hithink software

• Intention-to-purchase (RISP): additions to user 
watchlists

• In the paper:

• Determinants of investor decision rules for each stage
• Joint distribution of F10 + RISP



Joint distribution of F10 (info. acquisition) 
and RISP (watchlist/intention-to-trade)
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EW ex post next-day and next-week returns

• High F10 stocks mostly earn negative returns
• Except for High F10 + High RISP stocks
• All High F10 turn negative (i.e. return reversal) at longer horizons
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Retail investor decision rules ex 
ante for stocks with high…

F10 (information acquisition)
• Larger market cap
• Higher turnover
• Lower B/M
• i.e. attention-grabbing / 

"glittering"

RISP (intention-to-buy)
• Low idiosyncratic volatility
• Less complicated
• i.e. easier to value 
• Lower turnover



High F10+RISP stocks (with +ve short-term returns) 
have high future news sentiment ⇒ skilled retail invs.



Comments



Platform & population

• Are the statistics provided by Hithink for desktop users only, or do 
they include mobile users?
• Paper says the software is available on multiple platforms
• Information display effects on different platforms/formats? See 

Hong, Lu & Pan’s (2019) work on FinTech platform effects

• Any general demographics for the Hithink users and how they 
compare to the overall retail trading population in China?

• Could add English captions to Figures 1-2



News: past, present, future

• What is the horizon over which future news is calculated? 
• Story is that investors can correctly identify stocks with +ve

next-day and week-ahead returns, potentially private info.

• Is there persistence in news volume and sentiment? Is 
“Consensus” (i.e. High F10 + High RISP) associated with 
contemporaneous or past positive-sentiment news?
• Alternative story: investors learn (F10) about stocks with lots 

of past/contemporaneous news, and trade (RISP) in the same 
direction as the sentiment of this news

• Can you rule that out? Maybe add as control



RISP as a measure of trading decisions

• “A high value of RISP for a stock indicates a high level of intention 
to purchase the stock.”

• Makes sense that it includes intentions-to-purchase

• But maybe also captures other retail investor decisions: for 
example, investors learning how to time their stock sales may 
add recently-sold stocks to their watchlists to continue to 
follow them

• Can you rule this out by checking that a stock’s RISP does not 
increase when there is a relatively high amount of retail 
selling? (BSI should not capture this)



Wish list for more Hithink data

• Is it possible to get investor-level (or IP address-level) F10 and 
RISP measures?

• Would be very interesting to describe what & how many 
stocks individual investors intend to trade 

• i.e. how sparse and persistent are their choice sets?

• Related to Ralph Koijen’s RFS editorial about understanding 
the extensive and intensive margin of demand

• Can also help understand investors’ preferred habitats.



Wrapping up



Conclusion

• Unique stock-level measures of the 2 stages to retail investors’ 
trading decisions

• Empirical evidence on the associated decision rules

• Retail investors can be skilled at making use of their information



Thank you!
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